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I trust Mueller. He goes by the book. In this time of fear, it
is a comfort to me that he has not felt the need to go
public with concerns.

Under the Special Counsel regs, Mueller was not "day-to-day supervision of any

official of the Department." If the AG believed an acts were "so inappropriate or

unwarranted ... that it should not be pursued" the AG was required to notify

Congress.

The regs DO NOT allow for the AG to order SC Mueller to shut down the

investigation. A SC is subject to disciplinary action for "misconduct or breach of

ethical duties" just like any other DOJ employee. There is ZERO indication that has

occurred. It won't, either.

AG can remove an SC for "misconduct, dereliction of duty, incapacity, conflict of

interest, or for other good cause, including violation of Departmental policies. The

Attorney General shall inform the Special Counsel in writing of the specific reason for

his or her removal."

The AG has not removed SC Mueller for cause. Therefore the AG has not removed SC

Mueller. Nor has SC Mueller been ordered to shut down the investigation.

On the flip side, an AG can commit misconduct in office and can commit obstruction

of justice. Ordering crucial investigations to be shut down - especially by a President

that is the subject - would be obvious misconduct and obstruction. Yet, not a peep

from career DOJ.

So, in the silver lining department, if Barr had ordered Mueller to "shut it down"

Mueller would be well within his rights to ignore that order and to refer that order for

investigation for obstruction of justice. @LouiseMensch this may provide some

support for your position.

We have already seen that Comey/Mueller/RR can bring HEAVY pressure to bear.

That is why Sessions recused. Sessions was a politico, and may have been surprised

by the culture of law in the DOJ. Barr is not. He may love POTUS power, but he isn't

committing obstruction.

When viewing lawyers acting within the DOJ, it is a solid assumption that they are

acting within the law. They may have bias and personal opinion, but they follow the

law. THE LAW SAYS MUELLER CAN'T BE ORDERED TO SHUT DOWN. So

whatever is happening, it is not that. @lauferlaw ?

If Mueller issues a statement that says the AG went rogue, we should all go rightfully

crazy. If Mueller thinks we are operating within the law, though, then whatever is
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happening is within the law. That's what we want. That's all we want right now.

I'll add one more thing that I find comforting. The Barr letter ONLY leaves Trump

obstruction to Barr. Only Trump is mentioned in that section, not the host of other

folks that could be subject to prosecution.

Another good point. The regulations require Barr to notify Congress if he overrules a

SC decision and only if it was "so inappropriate or unwarranted under established

Departmental practices that it should not be pursued." (@BradBourne3)
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Very Important Thread.  Journalists should know that the no 
collusion argument makes no sense against what has actually 
happened.  The Barr letter raises so many more questions than it 
answers.
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Wapo Opinion making the point that clearing POTUS from threat of obstruction

prosecution means that EVIDENCE of obstruction can be made public without

hindering prosecution. Potentially very bad for POTUS.
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